Improving medication adherence of patients with chronic heart failure: challenges and solutions
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Abstract: Heart failure is a chronic debilitating illness that affects 5.7 million Americans. The financial burden of heart failure in the US toppled $31 billion in 2012, which is one of the highest among all chronic medical conditions. Medication adherence is a major component of heart failure self-care behaviors. Therefore, medication non-adherence is associated with more emergency department visits, frequent rehospitalizations, and higher medical cost. Medication adherence rates have varied from 10% to 98% depending on the definition and measurement used to assess and analyze adherence. Many factors contribute to medication non-adherence such as lack of support, finances, absent of symptoms, cognitive decline, adverse reactions, depression, poor attention span, poor knowledge about medication, multiple medications, difficulty swallowing large pills, and inconveniences of urinary frequency with diuretics. Researchers have explored various strategies such as the use of pharmacists, nurses, telemedicine, and interdisciplinary teams to provide interventions to improve medication adherence in heart failure. Health care providers should continue to provide education, constantly reinforce the importance of taking medication as prescribed, and when feasible, utilize one of the successful evidence-based strategies to increase adherence.
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Background

In the US, 5.7 million people are living with heart failure.1 About half of the patients with heart failure will die in the first 5 years after being diagnosed.1 In heart failure, the heart does not supply adequate blood flow to meet the body’s demands.2 Common signs and symptoms of heart failure include exertional dyspnea, orthopnea, peripheral edema, reduced exercise tolerance, paroxysmal nocturnal dyspnea, and weight gain.2 Managing heart failure is complex, and this chronic condition has a 30-day hospital readmission rate of 27%, which is one of the highest among all chronic medical conditions.3 Rates have also been reported to be as high as 25% of previously hospitalized patients who are readmitted in 6–9 months for heart failure exacerbations.4

The financial burden of heart failure in the US toppled $31 billion in 2012, which is one of the highest among chronic medical conditions.5 These costs include not only medications but also health care services and lost productivity. The average cost of a heart-failure related hospitalization in 2005 was $23,077 and was higher when heart failure was coupled with other chronic conditions that exacerbate heart failure symptoms such as respiratory illnesses, ischemic heart disease, and other heart diseases.6 Hospital readmissions are not only an important indicator of health outcomes of patients with heart failure but also lead to increased cost of care.
A patient’s ability to perform self-care is crucial to the overall management of heart failure and is needed at all stages of the disease.7 Self-care behaviors help decrease all-cause hospital admission and readmission for heart failure exacerbations.8 Medication adherence is the most important self-care behavior to prevent acute exacerbations of heart failure.24 Therefore, the focus of this review is on challenges and solutions to promote the self-care behavior of medication adherence. We discuss the importance of medication adherence and also barriers to medication adherence.

Challenges of medication adherence

The treatment plan for patients with heart failure is multifaceted and complex. The primary treatment for heart failure is pharmacological therapy.2 Drug therapies for heart failure are important in controlling symptoms, slowing the progression of cardiac remodeling, decreasing readmission rate, and improving survival rate.10 Patients who follow their prescribed regimen can decrease their risk of hospitalization and death. For example, in a study by Wu et al, patients who were adherent to medications had no adverse events for more consecutive days than patients who were non-adherent.11 In another study, patients who did not adhere to their prescribed medication regimen were two times as likely to be admitted to hospital and three times as likely to experience death compared to patients who were adherent to their regimens.12 Moreover, when patients are non-adherent to their drug therapy, symptoms are less likely to be controlled.10 These studies indicate the importance of following prescribed medication regimens to decrease adverse events in heart failure.10–12 In the following section, we discuss challenges and factors that affect adherence to medication.

Poor adherence to medications as prescribed is the first challenge.13 Rate of adherence reported in heart failure studies has varied from 10% to 98% depending on the measuring instruments used, and most authors have noted an average of 40%–60% of medication adherence.14 In addition to low medication adherence rates, medication adherence has been difficult to study in patients with heart failure because researchers have varied measures to assess medication adherence. It has been measured using subjective reports (self-reports) and objective measurements (pill counts, pharmacy refill records, and electronic medication-monitoring systems).15 Medication adherence rates assessed from self-reports were reported to be anywhere from 78% to 100% in four studies.16–19 Investigators used a variety of questionnaires to measure adherence (eg, Revised Heart Failure Compliance Questionnaire).16–19 Adherence was measured by arbitrary cutoff points (80%),20 Patients’ self-report of their adherence can introduce bias due to inaccurate recall or reporting an overly optimistic estimation of adherence to the health care providers.20

Pill counts are one of the objective ways to measure medication adherence. For pill counts, the pills being studied are counted, and this number is compared with the prescription refill date. Measured using pill count, the adherence rates ranged from 85% to 99% in four studies.21–24 A limitation with pill count is that it may not be representative of the long-term adherence because patients may exhibit white-coat adherence which is improved medication-taking behaviors a few days before and after seeing a health care provider.25 Another limitation with pill count is that it is not known if the patient actually took the pill.25 Pharmacy refill is another objective way to measure adherence. Refill data are obtained from a pharmacy database. When pharmacy refill was used as a determinant, the medication adherence ranged from 77% to 81% in three studies.26–28 There are two ways to measure pharmacy refill history to assess medication adherence. The first way is called the medication possession ratio.15 This ratio compares the number of days a medication is available with the total length of time in a study (number of days medication available/total length of days in study). The second way is called the cumulative mean gap ratio.15 In this ratio, the numerator is total number of days the medication is unavailable, and the denominator is total length of time patients are in the study. Each investigator used different methods to assess medication adherence. Also, all of these studies had different cutoff points (80%–88%) for defining adherence; so, this made it difficult to compare results between studies.

A medication event-monitoring system (MEMS) device is an electronic monitoring system that can be utilized to assess adherence objectively. There is a chip inside the bottle cap which records every time the cap is opened. This system can provide information about percentage of prescribed doses taken, dose taken at correct time, and correct number of doses taken. The adherence rates measured using this method ranged from 65% to 94% in five studies.29–33 MEMS devices cannot assess whether a patient took the pill once the bottle was opened which limits its utilization.15 Other limitations of MEMS device are that it is too expensive, only one prescription can be used in one MEMS bottle, and many patients are using pill box.

In summary, in these studies, medication adherence rates were dependent on the type of method used and the definition of adherence used by the researchers. Adherence was
measured using arbitrary cutoff point, so further research is needed to determine the level of adherence.

**Factors of medication adherence**

Failure to adhere to a prescribed medication regimen is affected by multiple and complex factors. There are many ways to group these factors. For example, we can group these factors as intentional and unintentional. Intentional non-adherence includes factors that patients take an active role with their own beliefs and reasons and decide to follow or disregard professional advice, and is studied with social cognition model (theory of planned behavior and cognitive therapy). The determinants of person’s behavior comprise attitudes (beliefs about outcomes of adherences to medication), subjective norm (patient’s significant others and physician approve or disapprove of medication adherence), and perceived behavioral control (availability of resources for adherence to medication). Unintentional non-adherence is less likely to be associated with individuals’ intention to be non-adherent. Unintentional non-adherence can be related to patient factors (age, sex, ethnicity, socioeconomic status, psychological distress), treatment factors (increase in frequency of dosing, increase in number of medications), and patient–provider factors (quality of the relationship, behavior and attitudes of health care professional, and time spent with patients). Assessing intentional and unintentional dimensions of medication-taking behaviors may help the clinicians to better intervene medication non-adherence. However, there is still no good assessment tool to clearly identify which factors are intentional and unintentional, and the concept of intentional and unintentional factors of medication non-adherence is still underdeveloped.

Another way is to group these factors into a five-dimension adherence model from the World Health Organization report on adherence to long-term therapies to guide this paper: health system-related, socioeconomic, condition-related, therapy-related, and patient-related. Health system-related factors could include lack of training of health care providers in chronic illness, shortened time for patient office visits, and lack of reimbursement from insurance providers. Further, positive patient–provider relationships are associated with greater adherence to the medication regimen.

Age, sex, race, and lack of access to transportation contribute to socioeconomic factors that affect medication adherence. Lack of support and finances are often cited as factors that influence adherence. As drug co-payments increase, medication adherence rates decrease leading to an increased risk of hospitalization. With every ten-dollar increase in co-payment for an angiotensin-converting enzyme inhibitor, there was a 2.6% decrease in adherence rate with a 6.1% increase in the risk of hospitalization.

Condition-related factors such as severity of illness and depression could influence patients’ ability to follow their prescribed treatment regimen. Patients who have depression have a greater likelihood of non-adherence. In a study by Cholowski and Cantwell, patients with depressive symptoms were 15% less likely to adhere to a prescribed regimen. Also, additional medical comorbidities can affect adherence rates. In two studies, it was noted that with an increase in comorbidities, medication adherence rates decrease.

The therapy-related factors that influence adherence include difficulty swallowing large pills, inconvenience of urinary frequency while on diuretics, and multiple medications needed throughout the day. As the number of pills taken per day is increased, medication adherence increases. Also, patients are more likely to skip a dose when they experience side effects.

Patient-related factors that affect medication adherence include forgetting, feeling that treatment has “succeeded” as evidenced by decreased or absent symptoms, excessive daytime sleepiness, poor attention span, and cognitive decline. Also, patients who do not have adequate knowledge about their medication regimen were more likely to be non-adherent.

The challenge of medication adherence is multifactorial, influenced by the factors listed above. These factors cause difficulty for the patients to adhere to their heart failure medication regimen. It would be best to develop interventions to address these factors to improve medication adherence.

**Possible solutions**

To overcome the challenges of low medication adherence and other factors that impede adherence, many researchers have developed and tested interventions for improving medication adherence. In this integrative review of the research to identify interventions, CINAHL and PubMed were searched. Search terms included chronic heart failure, and other factors that impede adherence, many researchers have developed and tested interventions for improving medication adherence. In this integrative review of the research to identify interventions, CINAHL and PubMed were searched. Search terms included chronic heart failure, and other factors that impede adherence, many researchers have developed and tested interventions for improving medication adherence.
adherence. There were eleven published papers reporting the findings of interventional studies on improving medication adherence and subsequent hospitalizations of patients with heart failure. The results from these studies provide insight on the current status of medication adherence. For purposes of this paper, these studies were grouped into four categories: 1) pharmacist-led education,\textsuperscript{16,22,29,33} 2) registered nurse- or case mangers-led education,\textsuperscript{21,23,32} 3) usage of tele-health or web-based modules,\textsuperscript{19,30,31} and 4) interdisciplinary team-led education.\textsuperscript{24}

Pharmacist-led educational interventions
Pharmacists have many roles in clinical settings. Firstly, pharmacists can provide education about the importance of medications, side-effects, and the relationship with the medical condition.\textsuperscript{30} Secondly, pharmacists can contact the physician if there are any interactions among various medications in the patient’s profile.\textsuperscript{30} Thirdly, pharmacists can contact patients who have not refilled their prescriptions.\textsuperscript{30} Since health care providers may not be able to spend extensive time with the patients, pharmacists can be essential resources for counseling patients about their medication.\textsuperscript{30} Therefore, there are many ways a pharmacist can help improve medication adherence. For example, pharmacists can help address patient-related factors of non-adherence if patients are consistently forgetting to take their medication by giving them a pill-reminder box. They can address socioeconomic factors by being a liaison with the patient’s primary care provider to assist in recommending a generic medication within the same class of medications. Moreover, pharmacists can address treatment-related factors by asking the patients if it is difficult to swallow pills or take too many pills, or if there are any side effects. Pharmacists can address the issue by having a discussion with the patient’s primary care provider to come up with a solution. There were four randomized controlled trials analyzing the efficacy of a pharmacist delivering education about medications to patients with heart failure.\textsuperscript{16,22,29,33}

In a prospective randomized controlled study by Cabezas et al, pharmacists delivered a year-long educational intervention to 134 participants after discharge to improve adherence rates.\textsuperscript{22} In this study, 70 participants were assigned to the intervention group and 64 to the control group. The intervention group received education from the pharmacist and telephone follow-up every month for the first 6 months and every 2 months for the remainder of the study. The control group received regular care with a telephone follow-up. Medication adherence rates were measured by pill count. The patients were classified as reliable (taking 95%–100% of prescribed doses), partially reliable (85%–95%), and not reliable (<85%). The intervention group had a medication adherence rate of 85% at 12 months, while the control group had an adherence rate of 73.9%. Also, the intervention group had only 410 days of hospital stay, while the control group had a total of 611 days of hospital stay. The differences in medication adherence and hospital days were not significant for this study due to positive effect on participating in a research study. Participants in the intervention group had a lower mortality rate than those in the control group (29.7% vs 12.9%, \(P=0.017\)).\textsuperscript{22}

In another randomized controlled trial, pharmacists delivered an educational intervention on loop diuretics usage to patients who attended a heart failure clinic in the Netherlands.\textsuperscript{29} The medication adherence rate was measured using the MEMS device. There were 74 patients in the intervention group with 78 in the control group.\textsuperscript{29} No participants in the intervention group had less than 80% adherence, but six participants in the control group were less than 80% adherent to their loop diuretics regimen. The relative risk of non-adherence to medication (<80% adherence) between both groups was 0.5, indicating that the control group was more likely to not adhere to prescribed medication than the intervention group (\(P<0.05\)).\textsuperscript{29} In another study, a pharmacist provided an educational booklet and self-monitoring program for heart failure (signs and symptoms of heart failure exacerbations and adherence to medication) to the intervention group (n=109).\textsuperscript{16} The control group (n=112) received traditional education (education in the clinic) from their physician or nurse practitioner. Participants’ adherence rates were self-reported. Non-adherence to medication, in this study, was also defined as taking an extra dose of the medication without medical advice. In the intervention group, 85 out of 109 participants reported adherence, while only 35 out of 112 patients in the control group reported that they were adherent to their medications (\(P<0.05\)). The number of hospitalizations in the intervention group was significantly lower than in the control group (22 in intervention group vs 36 in control group).\textsuperscript{16}

In a study by Murray et al, a pharmacist provided verbal and written education about medication to the intervention group (n=122).\textsuperscript{33} The control group (n=192) did not receive any education from the pharmacist. Participants were recruited from general medicine and cardiology offices.\textsuperscript{33} Medication adherence was measured with the MEMS device. There was higher adherence in the intervention group compared to the control group at the end of intervention period (78.8% vs 67.9%). There were 19.8%
fewer hospitalizations in the intervention group than control group.\textsuperscript{33} Difference between groups in medication adherence and hospitalization rates was statistically significant per author report, but no $P$-values were stated.

The intervention groups in the four studies received education from the pharmacists, while the control group received education as usual care. The adherence rate was measured by pill count\textsuperscript{22} or MEMS device\textsuperscript{29,33} or self-reported.\textsuperscript{16} When pharmacists provided education, the participants in intervention groups were more likely to adhere to their medications regimen than participants in the control groups.\textsuperscript{16,22,29,33} In two studies, participants in the intervention groups had decreased incidence of hospitalizations than the control groups (19.8\%).\textsuperscript{16,33} Therefore, pharmacist-led educational interventions can be effective at promoting medication adherence and a good solution to improving medication adherence of patients with heart failure.

Registered nurse- and case management-led interventions

Nurses can be an important health care provider assisting to increase medication adherence. For example, nurses often have a personal connection with the patients before they receive any medication regimen.\textsuperscript{44} This personal connection helps patients to better accept nurses’ education about the risks and benefits of taking their medication as prescribed.\textsuperscript{44} Nurses often utilize the teach-back method to affirm patient’s understanding of the instructions,\textsuperscript{44} which addresses an important patient-related factor for medication adherence by increasing their knowledge. Three studies explored the effect of either a registered nurse or a case manager-led intervention on self-care behaviors for heart failure.\textsuperscript{21,23,32}

In a study by Barnason et al, a registered nurse led an education intervention for heart failure patients who were hospitalized and provided telephone follow-up and education 2–3 weeks post-discharge.\textsuperscript{21} The participants in the control group received the same education as the intervention group from the nurse at the hospital but did not receive any post-discharge follow-up education.\textsuperscript{21} There were 40 participants in the study – 20 in the intervention group and 18 in the control group with two participants who did not complete the study.\textsuperscript{21} Medication adherence was measured with the Brief Medication Questionnaire. The nurses asked a series of questions related to taking prescribed doses and how many doses were missed. Non-adherence was determined when a patient reported missing >20\% of dosages. Those in the intervention group had medication adherence of 99.1\% at 1 month and 99.3\% at 3 months.\textsuperscript{21} Comparatively, the control group had an adherence rate of 83.2\% at 1 month and 86.4\% at 3 months.\textsuperscript{21} The intervention group had significantly higher adherence rates than the control group ($P<0.001$).\textsuperscript{21} In another study, a case manager, who was a registered nurse, delivered an education program about heart failure to patients who were admitted to the hospital.\textsuperscript{21} The intervention group (n=122) received a post-discharge phone call weekly for the first 4 weeks and then bi-weekly phone calls until the 12th week. This was along with follow-up by their physician in the outpatient setting. The control group (n=112) received education at the hospital about heart failure management and were followed up by their physician in the outpatient setting.\textsuperscript{23} Patients in the intervention group experienced fewer days of hospitalization than in the control group (6.9 days vs 9.5 days, $P=0.15$).\textsuperscript{23} There was no statistically significant difference in number of days between groups because intervention group had higher outpatient costs and were less likely to be seen by a cardiologist. Even though both groups adhered to their medication equally, the intervention group did show improvement in adherence to other self-care behaviors (weighing daily, checking for edema, low-salt diet, and fluid restriction) ($P<0.01$).\textsuperscript{23}

Lastly, Wu et al conducted a study using the theory of planned behavior to guide education about symptoms of heart failure and the importance of adhering to medications.\textsuperscript{32} There were 82 patients recruited to participate in the study from an outpatient cardiology clinic and inpatient hospital in one southern state.\textsuperscript{32} All participants were given an MEMS device which was used to measure medication adherence.\textsuperscript{32} There were two intervention groups (PLUS and LITE groups) and one control group. Both the PLUS (n=27) and LITE groups (n=27) received education about heart failure. In addition, the PLUS group received feedback about their medication adherence at various intervals during the study. The control group (n=28) did not receive any education about heart failure. Patients were called every month for 9 months to obtain hospitalization data. At baseline, there was no significant difference in adherence rate among the three groups (PLUS – 70\%, LITE – 59\%, control – 64\%, $P=0.694$).\textsuperscript{32} The reason for no difference in adherence among three groups at baseline was not reported. At 9 months, the patients in the PLUS group had better medication adherence compared to the other two groups (PLUS – 74\%, LITE – 65\%, control – 36\%, $P=0.015$).\textsuperscript{32} At the end of the intervention, there were significant differences between both intervention and control groups in the hospitalization rate ($P<0.01$).\textsuperscript{32} All the studies presented that they utilized education to improve adherence.\textsuperscript{21,23,32} One of the study even used theory...
of planned behavior which helped to improve adherence and address intentional factors of non-adherence.\textsuperscript{15} The adherence rate was measured by adherence questionnaire,\textsuperscript{21} telephone follow-up,\textsuperscript{23} or MEMS device.\textsuperscript{32} From the three studies presented, two studies had the greatest effect in improving medication adherence (Barnason, $P<0.01$; Wu, $P=0.015$).\textsuperscript{21,31} In another study, participants improved in other self-care behaviors (weighing daily, checking for edema, and low-salt diet) (Laramee, $P<0.01$).\textsuperscript{21} The education provided by the nurses can be effective at improving medication adherence and increasing adherence to other self-care behaviors.

### Tele-health and web-based interventions

Telemedicine is defined as when medical information is exchanged via electronic communications.\textsuperscript{45} There are a variety of services and applications that are offered where provider and patient can exchange information over the Internet. Telemedicine can be an effective way to deliver education because patients can be anywhere as long as they have access to a telephone and the Internet.\textsuperscript{45} The education delivered via telemedicine can be provided by members of multidisciplinary health teams such as pharmacist, nurses, dieticians, and physicians.\textsuperscript{45} The education received can help address patient-, health system-, and socioeconomic-related factors impacting adherence. It would address patient-related factors because patients would have increased knowledge about their condition, and with increased knowledge, they are more likely to adhere to their treatment regimen. It can help address health system-related factors because of close interactions with providers that create positive patient–provider relationship. In addition, telemedicine may diminish transportation and access issues and help address socioeconomic-related factors for medication non-adherence.

Three studies examined usage of tele-health or web-based interventions to increase medication adherence.\textsuperscript{19,30,31}

In the study by Fulmer et al, there were three groups (one control group and two intervention groups).\textsuperscript{31} Both intervention groups received daily calls reminding them to take their medications. One intervention group received daily telephone calls, and the other intervention group received video-telephone call. The control group received the usual care. The participants were recruited from one home health agency and one ambulatory clinic in New York. The adherence rate was measured with MEMS caps. The baseline adherence rates for the three groups were as follows: control group – 81%, telephone group – 76%, and video-telephone group – 82%. After 6 weeks of the intervention, the adherence rate in the control group dropped dramatically to 57%. In the telephone intervention group, the adherence rate was 74%, and the adherence rate in the video-telephone group was 84%. The difference between group adherence rates was statistically significant.

In the study by Artinian et al, 18 patients from a Veteran’s Affairs heart failure clinic were enrolled in the intervention (n=9) and control groups (n=9).\textsuperscript{30} All participants received a weight scale and blood pressure (BP) machine. The patients in the intervention group received web-based modules and a medication compliance device, Med-eMonitor, to measure medication adherence.\textsuperscript{30} The participants in the intervention group had a 94% medication compliance rate, 85% weight-monitoring compliance rate, and 81% BP-monitoring compliance rate.\textsuperscript{32} Medication adherence was measured by pill counts for the control group.\textsuperscript{30} Weight-monitoring and BP-monitoring compliance were measured by patients’ log.\textsuperscript{30} There were no data available for the medication adherence in the control group because patients did not follow directions correctly according to the researchers.\textsuperscript{30} However, researchers did not specify which directions were not followed.\textsuperscript{30} In the control group, the adherence rate for weight monitoring was 79% and BP monitoring was 51%.\textsuperscript{30} In the study by Wakefield et al, participants from a Veterans Affairs Medical Center who were recently discharged from the hospital with congestive heart failure were recruited for the study.\textsuperscript{19} The participants were randomized to one of three groups: usual care (n=49), telephone group (n=47), and videophone (n=52). The investigators evaluated the efficacy of treatment adherence post-hospital discharge. The participants in the intervention groups were contacted weekly for 90 days after discharge to remind them to take their medication.\textsuperscript{19} However, there was no difference between intervention and control groups in medication adherence.\textsuperscript{19} Although there was no difference in medication adherence between the intervention and control groups, participants in the intervention groups were able to correctly state the purpose and side effect of the medication about 90% of the time at the end of the intervention.\textsuperscript{19} There were no data reported for correctly stating the purpose and side effects of the medications for the control group.\textsuperscript{19}

From the studies presented for tele-health, intervention was received via phone call or web-based modules.\textsuperscript{30} The adherence rate was self-report or measured by compliance device (Med-eMonitor, MEMS device).\textsuperscript{30,31} From the three studies presented, only one of the studies showed improvement in medication adherence (videophone – 84%, telephone – 74%, control group – 57%).\textsuperscript{31} Therefore, more studies are needed.
to further evaluate the effectiveness of telemedicine in improving medication adherence in heart failure patients.

**Interdisciplinary team approach intervention**

Utilization of an interdisciplinary team can be effective in delivering education about medication adherence. The interdisciplinary team could consist of a nurse, pharmacist, registered dietician, social worker, and a physician. The interdisciplinary team would assist the patient in understanding the relationship between medication, diet, and symptoms. Dietician would provide in-depth education on dietary recommendations. The social worker would assist in appropriate post-discharge care and can help address socioeconomic-related factors by verifying that patient has appropriate low-cost medication resources. The physician and pharmacist roles are to ensure that the patient is on the correct medicine and there are no interactions with other medications and would help address therapy- and condition-related factors. The nurse role would be to provide education about heart failure along with medication (in collaboration with the pharmacist) and to reinforce dietary recommendations in collaboration with the dietician. The education provided by interdisciplinary team would help address patient-related factors by increasing patient’s knowledge. This interdisciplinary approach reinforces the treatment regimen and provides resources to prevent readmission to hospital.

One study addressed utilization of an interdisciplinary team approach to educate patients about heart failure management and its effects on medication adherence. The intervention group (n=80) received education from the study nurses, a dietician, social worker, and a geriatric cardiologist. During the hospital stay, the study nurse taught the importance of adherence to medication and diet every day. The dietician provided additional dietary instructions, and the social worker made arrangements for post-discharge plan. Shortly before discharge, the geriatric cardiologist made specific recommendations to simplify and consolidate the number of medications and dosing frequency. Ultimately, the primary physician would decide whether or not to follow the recommendations. The control group (n=76) received conventional education under the direction of a primary physician. The participants in the control group received education about diet and discharge medication instructions. After discharge, every participant in the study received a call from a study nurse regularly, and a pharmacist visited every participant’s home. The adherence rate was assessed by pill count. Patients in the intervention group had a significantly higher adherence to their medication regimen than the control group (87% vs 80%, P=0.004). The participants in the control group had more hospitalizations than those in the intervention group (31 vs 22) although not statistically significant. The reason for statistically nonsignificant readmission is effect sizes.

We located one study on the interdisciplinary approach that increased medication adherence rates in heart failure. In this study, the number of hospitalizations in the intervention group was fewer than control group. The interdisciplinary approach can be excellent in providing education to patients about heart failure and their medications. However, more studies are needed to assess the effectiveness of this approach in improving medication adherence in patients with heart failure.

**Conclusion**

Despite advances in heart failure treatment over the past several decades, the number of individuals affected by poor medication adherence remains high. Medication adherence is an important modifiable factor in reducing poor health outcomes and costs from acute exacerbations in patients with heart failure. Challenges and barriers to medication adherence are complex and multidimensional. However, the identification and removal of these barriers have been shown to be effective in increasing medication adherence and reducing length of stay. Most of the intervention studies we found during the search had an educational component. Education is a prerequisite, not sufficient. Due to lack of understanding of the importance of medication adherence, patients need educational counseling to help them increase their knowledge. Pharmacists and nurses have their unique roles, contributions, and connections to provide education to help patients understand the importance and strategies to overcome their barriers. In addition, they can be the channel/bridge to communication between patients and their physicians to adjust patients’ prescriptions if any problems arise. From our review, interdisciplinary team approach would be the best way to improve medication adherence, since the patient would receive education and resources from every multiple disciplines. This would help patient make connections with symptoms, medications, and the diet. However, when considering cost involved with interdisciplinary approach, pharmacists or nurses can provide an effective education on improving medication adherence and decreasing hospitalization rates. Lastly, tele-health is an excellent option to consider, but it is not an option at this moment to everyone...
due to lack of access to Internet. Health care providers should continue to provide education to patients about the importance of taking medications as prescribed, and when feasible, utilize one of the successful strategies presented to increase medication adherence.
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